
Maintaining Aging Technology Creates Barriers
ACTS migrates existing on premises applications to Azure with minimal downtime. 
This solution takes the burden of migration away from an internal team and moves it to 
a dedicated ACTS team. Cloud migration modernizes your business, preparing you for 
future cloud technologies and cost savings. 

ACTS will partner with you to establish a framework, carry out your migration and discuss 
potential co-funding opportunities. Under certain circumstances some or all of this 
engagement may be subsidized, email CloudMigration@ACTSolution.net to see if you 
qualify.

• Planning for sunsetting software
• Creating innovative applications
• Addressing compliance issues
• Controlling security threats
• Avoiding unnecessary costs

• Handling software and hardware refresh
• Managing urgent capacity needs
• Integrating acquisitions quickly
• Expiration of data center contracts
• Managing complex environments

Do These Common IT Challenges Effect You?
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Building A Proper Foundation
Workshops
ACTS’ workshops create a foundation that ensures a successful path to migration. 

In our workshops we create a customized migration methodology and playbook that meets 
your specific needs for moving workloads to the cloud, including tracking of artifacts to 
satisfy the requirements of your audit, compliance, risk, and security team(s).

Pilot Migration
ACTS validates and refines the process with a pilot in your environment to ensure a 
successful and reliable migration. 

It is important to identify any potential issues and ensure everything is configured properly 
prior to starting migration cycles.This pilot verifies that joint teams are prepared, 
workshops did what we intended, and all systems are ready to go. 
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Next Steps
Are you interested in taking the next step in migrating to the cloud?

Reach Out To Us:
CloudMigration@actsolution.net | www.ACTSolution.net/solution/cloud-migration

Why Migrate Today?

Increase speed and reliability of migration to the cloud 

Decrease redundant infrastructure costs

Azure Security Center can monitor and service threats

Azure Cost Optimization allows for current and future optimized cost predictions

Migration Overview
The ACTS Cloud Migration Offering provides a proven, repeatable and agile process tailored 
to your needs. By incorporating workshops, planning, data collection, testing, and migration 
cycles that include retrospectives and follow up support we ensure an impact free migration. 
ACTS is focused on a fast and reliable migration to the cloud that will reduce 
infrastructure cost, increase security and maintain supportability. 


